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Excellence for Over 60 Years, A Determined Vision for the Future • At Your Service

Consolidated Carpet:
At Your Service
A National Leader with a Tradition of Service
Consolidated Carpet is a service oriented, commercial floor
covering contractor. As a third generation, family-owned
business, we are dedicated to providing unparalleled expertise,
superior client service, safety, sustainability and high quality. As
one of the nation’s largest and most recognized full-service
floor covering contractors, we serve our clients from planning
and specification through installation and maintenance.
Our prestigious clients include Fortune 500 corporations,
professional service firms, luxury hotel properties, institutional
properties, real estate owners and general contractors. Get to know
us: a team of professionals, committed to delivering excellence
in every project we manage. We are…At Your Service.

The Furniture Lift System:
New Carpet with No Interruption
Consolidated Carpet is a licensed Renovisions® provider, bringing a
patented furniture lift system to clients with occupied office space.
This state-of-the-art system provides the unique technology to
create an efficient and economical alternative to dismantling and
moving office furniture while replacing floor covering. We
carefully and expertly lift your existing furniture and replace the
flooring beneath. No moving, packing or disconnecting existing data
systems or electrical wires that reside within the furniture system.
Most importantly, Renovisions® allows you to preserve valuable
productivity and adds up to a 40% cost savings compared with
traditional replacement techniques.

Utilizing state-of-the-art lift technology, Consolidated
Carpet’s certified installers expertly raise your furniture
system and replace your old flooring with new.

The Pioneer in Lift Technology
Today's work environment must be designed for flexibility and
mobility, minimizing downtime and overall cost. Because of this,
modular interior solutions and products are popular amongst
employees and facility managers. Modular flooring products allow for
selective replacement, replacing only what you must to reduce the
impact on the environment and your budget.
Consolidated Carpet can efficiently replace your floor covering
without disconnecting wires and cables within furniture systems or
total breakdown of furniture systems. Renovisions® technology
pioneered the science of the furniture lift process. Renovisions®
equipment and technology include a hand-controlled friction jacking
system, custom fittings, patented freestanding lifting devices and
other move tools that insure proper handling of all major furniture
systems. In addition, our technology allows us to work safely with
voltage, voice and data wires, which saves our clients time, labor
and materials.

Imagine: Arrive Tomorrow to Find New Carpet
Conducted at night or during your non-business hours, the
Renovisions® lift process applies patented lifting equipment, specialty
tools and extensively trained technicians to lift modular workstations
and other office fixtures for both old carpet removal and new carpet
installation. The process does not already affect furniture warranties
and allows for zero disturbances to your workflow. Consolidated
Carpet service technicians analyze your existing space and develop a
customized program that works flawlessly with your furniture systems
and other office fixtures. Technicians will notify your associates when
the furniture lift process will begin and provide nightly reports for your
facility manager.

Contact Us Today
Contact a Consolidated Carpet representative for a demonstration and
budget analysis to see how you can refresh your office space
efficiently and elegantly without a costly renovation.

Consolidated Carpet delivers the ideal solution for
occupied office spaces, efficiently replacing your carpet
with zero disruptions.

www.consolidatedcarpet.com
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